BOISE CASCADE COMPANY
TRADEMARKS

AJS®
ALLJOIST®
AXUM™
BC Calc®
BC COLUMN®
BC Connect®
BC Estimator®

BOISE PROCESS CONTROL FRAMING™
BOISE QuickQuote™
BOISE SELECT®
BOISE TOOL KIT™
BOISE TOTAL QUALITY BUILDING™
(w/o register)
BOISE TQBuild®
FMJ™
Finish-Rite®
Great products are only the beginning.®
Green products for over 50 years.™
KING BEAM®
POST-N-BEAM™
PRO-INSTALL®
TREE-IN-A-CIRCLE®
(TREE-IN-A CIRCLE Design)

The above-listed trademarks are owned by of Boise Cascade Company, or its affiliates.
For more information on Boise Cascade’s Trademarks, please contact Regina (Reggy) Leone at ReginaLeone@bc.com.